The Prison: Walkthrough

1. STORY AND GAME DESIGN

Prologue
You are playing a man who is a merchant. You have the habit to travel but one day you are traveling to a completely different place than you usually do. This is where you will find a mountain with an entrance and inside that one a treasure. You decide to hide it in the mountain by digging a hole with the idea of coming later to pick up the treasure progressively. During your return, you lost yourself and you come across a kind of castle in the distance. You thought you could find a place to spend the night but you got ambushed and practically died. You wake up in a prison and that’s where the game starts. You are for the moment amnesic and don’t remember that you have found a treasure. You will also discover that’s what they are looking for. That’s why they have captured peoples. That’s why they kept you alive.

Game Design
This game has been created and designed on RPG Maker MV. It contains animations but you have to keep in mind, in order to see it properly, that your computer should be able to open high resolution pictures: 13872x624 (is the largest picture/animation) I have then decided to reduce frames so most of the animations have this following size (average) 8160x624.

To resume if you can see pictures:
- 13872x624 = You can see all the animations
- 8160x624 = You can see most of the animations

The game has been made at the beginning for players to have the choice of what they will / could do. It has a higher impact at the beginning and you will have less choices or at less they will have less impact at the end. This is mostly because the game is separated into two big paths:

**Domination Path:** Where you will dominate girls and take advantage of her in order to leave this place like a man.

**Submissive Path:** Where you will have to follow girl orders. You are not going to leave free here but maybe you could live as a slave for someone at the end which is maybe what you really want.

During the game you will have the possibility to obtain submissive points and dominance points. This is what will determine also your path.

2. THE GAME

In this walkthrough, I’m going to show every option you have in the game. You start in a cell.
This first day in this game will simply calculate between dominance and submissive points. If at the end of this day you have more dominance points, you will start the Domination Path. If you have more submissive points, you will start the Submissive Path.

You can interact with some items but the one who is interesting us is the cell door. Click on it. The girl will come to you and will ask you to kiss her boots. If you choose

- Kiss her boots (+ 1 Submissive point)
- Refuse to do that (No impacts)

Then go to your bed and sleep.

You are now out of your cell. You can have interactions with prisoners, including this girl

Amalda

If you want the Submissive Path. You had to choose Kiss her boots (+ 1 Submissive point) because Amalda will see it and will take advantage of it later. So, this is important in order to gain her Trust later in the game and be able to get Maddy, Nasha or Amalda ending.

Talk to Maddy, the guard who came to you before. Choose How can I please you (+ 1 Submissive point) or stop the conversation and leave this room.

You have to meet the guard leader, Commandant Nasha. Click on the door to enter and talk to her.

Choose How can I please you (+ 1 Submissive point) but need minimum already 2 Submissive Points to get this one. Slap Animation.

Now you have to go outside. You can do 3 actions

- Kitchen
- Landfill
- Mountain
Let’s start by the landfill.

Talk to this girl. Her name is Jenny

Even if you want the submissive path, the most efficient choice is that one:

You will earn (+1 dominance points) but if you have more submissive points at the end, you will get a slap dick animation during your first submissive day. So, for now, clean the stuff flashing by clicking on it: go back to Jenny and enjoy a stroke dick animation.

Let’s now go to the kitchen.

This is your first met with Angelina. If you are already enough submissive, you will not have really choices, she will see it and directly consider you as a weak boy. You will get these options:

- Hell no! Fuck off! Will result of a crush face animation and (+ 1 Submissive point)
- Yes Mistress! Will result of (+ 1 Submissive point)

You will have now to cook. Talk to her first and then click on the flashing item to start your job. Talk to her when you have finished. If you were enough submissive, you will have no choice than getting an event where you will lick in a bowl. (+ 1 Submissive point)

If you are willing to go for the Domination Path you should have at this point already 1 dominance points. After the cook event you will have this option from Angelina
You will earn (+1 dominance points) by choosing **Reduce the share of others to eat more**.

Let’s now go in the mountain

If you are already **enough submissive**, Amalda will try to abuse of you

---

**Yes (Lick her boots) Will result of a boot cleaning animation and (+ 1 Submissive point)**

Now, you will have to mine. You will also see an item flashing. Click on it

You will get the following item: **Counter-part Pill Food**

Sell what you have mined and return to your cell. If you are already **enough submissive**, Maddy will ask you to clean her boots. **boot cleaning animation**

Then, you can reply

---

**Thank you, mistress, (+ 1 Submissive point)**

**What a weird freak you are! Hell no!** will result will **quick crush face animation and (+ 1 Submissive point)**

If you are already **enough submissive**, talk to Amalda and give her 10$ you will get rewarded with a **foot fuck animation** and (+ 1 Submissive point)

Before clicking back on your cell, you should end your day as following:

---

**Domination Path = (2 dominance points)**

**Submissive Path = (8 Submissive points) and (1 dominance point)**

---

Now, let’s take the path separately.
3. DOMINATION PATH

The dom path start with a dream. You can remember what happened to you. You still don’t remember about the treasure but now remember what they did to you. You are about to take your revenge on them.

Click on your cell to go out

Choose: Yes, I’m going to work out a little bit. (-10 Water/Food)

You have now to clean the cells. Click on the flashing items to clean it

You will have to talk to Amalda. (SAVE FIRST) She will invite you in her cell and will fake to wants have sex with you. You will have a choice to do:

The first choice will result of the continuation of the dom path and Masturbate pussy animation and (+1 dominance points)

The second choice will end up the game with some unique submissive actions. Slap dick animation and also cleaning pussy, cum.

Meet Nasha in her office and talk to her. She will provoke you in a fight. The second choice is funny but isn’t the most efficient.

Choose the first choice. You will earn (+1 dominance points)

Now, it’s time to go outside and meet Jenny.
Choose the first option: **Oh, don’t worry! I will ask more than a simple stroke this time!**

Clean the flashing items like during the cleaning event in the cells. Go back to Jenny. You will have to make a choice.

Choose the first option: **Of course you are a fucking whore! (+1 dominance points)**

It will show now that Jenny is now considered as your slut.

**Sucking cock animation**

It’s time to go in the Kitchen and meet Angelina. You will have a choice to make.

Choose the first option

You will have another choice to make.

There is not impact. Choose what you want.

You have received: **Special Cake**

**Special ENDING: If you eat the cake instead of giving it to the black guy, you will result to a slave bad end with Angelina!**

Go outside and talk to the Black guy. Give him the cake and return inside the Kitchen.

Talk first to the black guy and then to Angelina and then again to the black guy. You will have a choice to do

Choose the first option: **Accept your reward!**

**stroking animation** and also cum feeding

Talk then a last time to Angelina

You have received: **Half MRE Kit (EAT IT)**
You can also buy things here but you should be ok with the **MRE Kit only**

It’s time to go in the mountain

You will have a choice to do with **Amalda**.

Choose the first option: **Show her how dominant you are** (+1 dominance points)

You can now start to mine and sell the stuff to **Amalda**. You will have a choice to do.

Choose the first option: **Use her for fun** (+1 dominance points)

**Fuck animation**

It’s time to leave this place and return to your cell but by clicking on the door you will get a special event where you will have to go back in the mountain again. **Go in the mountain**

**Talk to Amalda** and in the **Hole**

You will find a secret place where you can read a letter to learn a bit more about what happened here. But you will have also to **Sit on the chair** (SAVE FIRST)

You will be in kind of a dream with a new girl named **Lost Goddess**
You will have a choice to make.

Choosing the second option will result with a specific **BAD END** foot face crush and pain animation

In order to continue the dom path, choose the first option: **Analyze the situation and be smart**

You will have a choice to make.

Choose the first option: **Accept to use her** (+1 dominance points)

Now, leave this place and return to your cell.

Back in the cell room, **Maddy** will ask you to bring a prisoner to her this one:

Bring him to **Maddy** and see the **crushing cock animation**

Before returning to your cell. Go to **Amalda** cell and talk to her. You will see that the hasn’t her mask anymore. You will have a choice to make:

Choose the first option: **Show her how you like her by sucking your cock** (+1 dominance points)

**sucking cock animation**

You can now end your day by returning in your cell

**This is the END OF DAY 1. You should end this day with**
During the night, Lost Goddess will appear in your dream and you will be able to fuck her. **fuck animation**

This is also during this dream you will remember about the treasure. You are now clearly decided to leave this place. **(SAVE FIRST)**

You have now 3 choices. After choosing one of these, it’s quite a linear route. Now you have saved before you can see all the 3 endings.

I will detail a bit the choice 2. You have a **fuck animation** with Maddy and a **face fuck animation**

You can talk to Amalda if you want to leave this place with her as well. You can have a chat with prisoners. They have seen what you have done and are quite happy about it.

Now it’s time to Nasha. You will have a choice to make.

Choice 2 will result to a bad ending where you will see a **foot face humiliation animation** before getting killed.

Choose Choice 1: **You decide to play it finely and request for a fair duel**

You will get a **stroke animation**

**You can sit on her throne to get a secret easter egg**

**Now go outside**

You can talk to Jenny if you want to leave this place with her as well.

**Go in the kitchen** and enjoy the scene with Angelina 2 x **Aegao fuck animation**

This is also where you get: Explosive Barrel

Click on the Flashing area and you will see that you have first to keep your promise to Lost Goddess

**Go in the secret place in the mountain and now you can go back outside and click on the shinning area**

You can now leave this place: **Alone or With Jenny and Amalda or both of them depending of your previous choices**
4. **SUBMISSIVE PATH**

During the first submissive path day. You will have to click then on the cell door. **Maddy** will come up and you will have to make a decision:

Choose the first choice. (The second one will result of a punch from Maddy)

You will have to clean the cells, including a dead body... **Maddy** will humiliate you at this point. Passing near **Amalda** will result with an event where you will have to clean her cell. Choose: **Yes Sure...** You will get a **kick animation** and **balls crush animation** (+ 1 Submissive point)

Finishing to clean the stuff and talk to **Amalda** again to get her **TRUST**. Talk to **Maddy** when you have finished. You will get her **TRUST**.

**Enter in Nasha Office**

Talk to her and choose: **Yes commandant! I’m Weak!**

Then: **Yes Commandant Nasha !**

You can now tell her about **Maddy plans** and **Amalda Mask Request**:

Go outside and talk to **Jenny**

You will get an event
Choose the first option and Clean the flashing items.

Return to Jenny **Slapping Stroke Animation**

In order to get **Jenny Ending** you will need to talk to her and have minimum **10 Submissive point** in order to do both events

For the moment, go in the **Kitchen and talk to Angelina**. She will ask you to catch an animal. A **cat** in the mountain.

**Capture the cat** and go back to **Angelina**. She will then give you a choice to do:

Choose the second choice: **Leave the cat alone and assume the second choice** and talk her again **Stroke Animation** and Accept eating your “Food” **Lapping Animation** (+1 Submissive point)
Go back to Jenny and do the option: Lick her pussy **Lick Pussy Animation**

Then reply: **Not at all...**

It’s now time to go back in the Mountain. You will see that Amalda is not there. You will also see a hole in a wall. You will have to go inside.

You will see Amalda in this place

**SAVE FIRST**
Now you can follow her. She will spot you and you will have a choice to make:

Choose: **Trust me! I won’t say anything** Spanking Animation

Go back in the mountain and talk to **Amalda**. You will have to mine (You can use the counter part item to not die while mining) Then sell everything and Amalda will pick up your money. You will have this option: **Choose the first and only choice possible (+1 Submissive point)**

It’s time to go back in your cell. **(SAVE FIRST)**

**Maddy** will punish you for not giving her money (because Amalda stole you everything) This is also the moment where you will definitely choose between 3 endings:

**Betray Amalda** and you will get the choice between **Maddy** or **Nasha ending**

If you want Amalda ending, choose the second choice. **Slap Animation (+1 Submissive point)** and **Finger suck Animation**

Talk to Amalda

If you had chosen the second choice, you will be rewarded **Stroke and Deny Animation** go to sleep and get: **AMALDA ENDING**

If you had chosen **Betray Amalda**, she will be got captured by **Maddy** and tortured.
This is also at this point you can choose to Betray Maddy in order to get Nasha ending.

If you choose the second choice you will sleep and get: Maddy ENDING

If you had chosen Betray Maddy, On the morning, next day, you will have to click on the cell door and Maddy will come to you and she will tell you that you have to see Nasha.

Go outside and in Nasha room and talk to her. Then, enter in your cage. Nasha ENDING

Angelina and Jenny endings

Use the previous save where you had to followed Amalda

But this time, choose: I’m sorry! Please don’t hurt me! (Choice 1) Face Crush Animation

You are now living in this place with Jenny and aren’t considered as a prisoner anymore. You are not allowed to go in the Mountain, in the kitchen or anywhere else. Talk to Jenny.

Due to past events, Jenny will TRUST you.

She will ask you to clean where the training dummy is

You will also have to remove the training dummy.

You will obtain: Blue Syringe (You can test it without risks)
Talk back to Jenny but *(SAVE FIRST)* You will have a choice to make:

If you want *Angelina ending, choose the first choice.* Jenny will ask you to steal something in the Kitchen without been captured. In order to get *Angelina ending*, touch a detector and got captured.

Due to her Trust toward you she will give you a choice:

First choice is a bad end where you get: **Ass Fuck with her heels Animation**

Choose second choice: **Please, forgive me Mistress!**

Go back to Jenny and giver her what Angelina asked you to give her

Enter again in the kitchen and talk to Angelina then, talk to Jenny **Suck Cock Animation**

Talk again to Angelina you are going to have a walk with her outside. You will have a choice to make

The first one will result to an end game. You can click on it to see the event

Choose the second option to continue to path **Licking boot Animation**

You can enter again in the Kitchen. Also use this following item: **Special Dog Food**

Talk to Angelina. She will lock you up with a chain. You will sleep and end the day like that

During the night Jenny will come to see you. You can choose two options (no impacts)

First choice is a **Sex Animation**

Second choice is a **Face fuck animation (She)**
Next day, you are blocked and cannot move. **Try to reach your bowl.** Jenny will tease you and you will have to make a choice.

Stroke you cock while watching her  
Turn your head so that you don’t give in to temptation

First one is **Stroke Animation + Lick Cum Animation**

Second option is **Angelina abusing of Jenny** and where you will have **Fuck Jenny Ass Animation**

Any choices will result to the same next event. You will be able to freely move in the Kitchen.

**Talk to Angelina. Cook for her.** Click on the flashing items.

Talk back to Angelina when you have finished

She will then ask you to fill the food machine. Do it.

She will then attach you again to the wall and use you and **Jenny** for a moment

After that, **click on the bowl again 3x Strapon Fuck Animation get caged: ANGELINA ENDING**

**Go back to Jenny Ending at this point**

**Have a good meal**  
**Vitaminized cum meal**  
**An energizing Injection**

**The First Choice**, is where you will have to steal an **MRE KIT in the kitchen. Do it without touching the detectors.**
Give it to her and she will give you a choice

Accept to be used for sex

Choose: Continue and let her show you her way (+1 Submissive point)

She will then give you an Old Blanket where you could sleep. You will dream of getting choked by Jenny

USE: Half of MRE KIT

The second choice is Jenny getting fucked by a black guy and where you will have to clean her up. She will then give you an Old Blanket where you could sleep. You will dream of receiving cums from the black guy into your face from Jenny Hand
(Recommended) The third choice is Jenny injecting you a special serum. She will discover you have found a treasure this way and will add more dialogues during the Ending. Also, after that, she will then give you an Old Blanket where you could sleep. You will dream of been crushed by Jenny feets

It’s a new day. You should talk again to Jenny.

She will ask you to find items in Nasha Office in a limited time range.

Do it or you will get a bad end

Give it to Jenny in time will result with Foot fuck Animation

Now, you will have to talk to the prisoners in order to recruit them.

Talk to Jenny when this is done and she will reward you with another different Foot fuck Animation
The last request from her is also in a **limited time** and if you fail will result in a **bad end animation**

Everything is now ready for the ending.

**Talk to Jenny when you are ready to get: Jenny ENDING**

**Lick Shoes Animation + Suck Heels Animation + Lick Foot Animation + Foot Face Fuck Animation x 2 + (Avoidable Pee Scene)**